
Lesson – 15

From market to home

I. Fill in the blanks:

1. Vaishali’s father is a vegetable seller.

2. He brings fresh vegetables from the mandi.

3. Vaishali’s family gets up at 3’o clock in the morning.

4. Vaishali’s father tries to sell previous day’s vegetables first.

5. They sprinkle water on previous day’s vegetables to keep them fresh.

6. Everybody else in Vaishali’s family sleeps around 11 or 11.30 at night.

II. Write true or false:

1. Vaishali’s father has a restaurant – False.

2. Vaishali’s babuji leaves for bazaar at 9’o clock – False.

3. Babuji tries to sell fresh vegetables first – False.

4. In summer, the vegetables dry very quickly – True.

5. When babuji brings vegetables from market everybody starts sorting it out – True.

Home work

Paste pictures of any two vegetables which

a) Spoil quickly  b) stay for some days  c) have smooth skin   d) have rough skin

III. Answer the following:

1. How does the day at Vaishali’s house begin?

The day at Vaishali’s house begin by taking out the previous day’s 

vegetables from gunny bags and baskets.

2. Why does Vaishali’s father take out the previous day’s previous day’s 

vegetables from the basket?

Vaishali’s father take out the previous day’s vegetables from the basket to 

prepare for bringing fresh vegetables from the mandi.

3. Why does Vaishali’s father sprinkle water on previous day’s vegetables?

Vaishali’s father sprinkle water on previous day’s vegetables to keep them 

fresh.



4. What happens if Vaishali’s father is late to the bazaar?

If Vaishali’s father is late to the bazaar, then his regular buyers may buy 

their vegetables from someone else.

5. Why does Chottu goes to the market?

Chottu goes to the market to give food for his babuji and bhaiya.

6. How could we know that the vegetables are spoilt?

We can know that the vegetables are spoilt by seeing a liquid coming out of 

them with a foul smell.

Home work

Draw pictures of any three vegetables which

a) We find heaviest to carry     b) do not have seeds

IV. Answer in detail:

1. Write briefly about the daily routine of Vaishali’s family.

Daily routine of Vaishali’s family:

 At 3 o’ clock in the morning, they start their work by taking out the previous day’s 

vegetables from the gunny bags to prepare for bringing the fresh vegetables from the 

mandi and sprinkling water on them.

 By 6.30 am, Babuji is back from the mandi and everyone starts sorting out the 

vegetables and by 7 o’clock babuji arranges all the vegetables on the cart and leaves 

for the bazaar.

 In the bazaar, Vaishali’s father tries to sell the previous day’s vegetables first and 

then the fresh one and keeps sprinkling water on them to make them fresh.

 Chottu goes to the bazaar with food for babuji and bhaiya in the afternoon.

 Babuji and bhaiya return home at 10 o’ clock at night and everyone sleeps around 11 

or 11.30 at night.

 Four hours later, their family is up again.


